
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear teams, V2 MOTORSPORT informs about the range of tires and offers that we have 
available to provide the race for the 2019 edition. The tires will be awarded, by strict order 
of arrival of the orders, as the number of available tires is limited in all references. We 
proceed to detail the types of tires, compounds and prices that we have and also a strategies 
guide with the tires offered to understand how many tires you will need to for the race and 
what will be the cost according to your choice: 
 

Front tyres: 
 
120/70R17 KR106 MS3 / MS4  150€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
120/70R17 GP RACER D212  SLICK M  130€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
120/70R17 GP RACER  D212  M  120€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
 

Rear tyres: 
 
190/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK M / E 140€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
200/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK M / E 140€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
190/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 M / E  120€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
200/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 M / E  120€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
 
195/75R17 MOTO2 (Compounds 3 , 4, S2) 120€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
 
195/65ZR17 KR108 MS4 /MS5  200€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock) 
 
205/60ZR17 KR108 MS5   210€ unit + Taxes (Limited stock)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The taxes are’ I.V.A  (21 %)  &  ecotax  (0.74 €) 



This strategy is designed for teams that run at a slower time of 1: 56.00 and will allow them to 

change the front tyre every 4 hours and the rear tyre every 2 hours. 

 The tyres will be the following: 

- 120/70R17 KR106 (MS3 / MS4)

- 195/75R17 MOTO2 (Compounds 3 , 4, S2)

- 200/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK E

- 190/55ZR17 GP RACER SLICK D212 E

For this race strategy there would be 8 front tyres and 16 rear tyres necessary and the price 

would be: 

3.120 € + I.V.A using at the rear the Moto2 tyre.

3.440 € + I.V.A using at the rear the GP Racer tyre.



This strategy is designed for teams that run at a faster time of 1: 56.00 and will allow them to 

change the front tyre every 4 hours and the rear tyre every hour. 

  The tyres will be the following: 

- 120/70R17 KR106 (MS4)

- 195/75R17 MOTO2 (Compounds 3 , 4, S2)

- 200/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK M

- 190/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK M

For this race strategy there would be 8 front tyres and 28 rear tyres necessary and the price 

would be: 

4.560 € + I.V.A using at the rear the Moto2 tyre.

5.120 € + I.V.A using at the rear the GP Racer  tyre.



This strategy is designed for teams that run at a faster time of 1: 53.00 and will allow them to 

change the front tyre every 2 hours and the rear tyre every hour. 

  The tyres will be the following: 

- 120/70R17 KR106 (MS4)

- 195/75R17 MOTO2 (Compounds 3 , 4, S2)

- 200/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK M

- 190/55ZR17 GP RACER D212 SLICK M

For this race strategy there would be 14 front tyres and 28 rear tyres necessary and the price 

would be: 

5.460 € + I.V.A using at the rear the Moto2 tyre.

6.020 € + I.V.A using at the rear the GP Racer  tyre. 



ORDER FORM 

 Customer details::…………………………………………………………………………………………  … …….. 

Team: 

Adress: 

Post Code: Village: Province: 

Country: Telephone: E-mail:

ID-Nr.: Team manager: 

Request 
shipment outside 
of Spain: 

  YES  NO 

Order:   … …    ….. 

Enter the number of tires requested for each compound and resubmit this form to the following email address: 

v24horescatalunya@v2ml.com. In short we will send you the proforma invoice to be able to make the payment and 

after it activate your order.

KR Tyres 

 MOTO 2 Tyres

 GP RACER Tyres

To send the tires out of Spanish territory, you have to count on 7 calendar days and can 

be demand for confirmed orders (with the payment made) before June 20th.. 
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